
	  	  
The management of  reference data plays a crucial role in a transactional application such as 
an e-commerce engine. While such an application is primarily responsible for and produces its 
own state (such as shopping carts, wish lists and orders), it consumes reference data (such as 
pricing catalogs) to process its transactions. The demands on the system responsible for 
managing the reference data consumed by transactional applications is quite strenuous. To 
ensure that a transactional application performs optimally and correctly, the reference data it 
consumes needs to be available to it in a performant, timely, consistent and reliable manner 
regardless of  how and when the reference data is modified. The X Platform™’s Eagle product 
implements a distributed and highly performant reference data management system (Eagle-
RD) layered on Core X. Eagle-RD is designed for use by transactional applications.  
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•  In-process cache for ultra-fast access  

•  Real time consistency with server store  

•  Selective data synchronization (user defined) 

•  User defined indexes for ultra-fast data retrieval 

•  Injectable business logic for function-data colocation 

 

Event based data synchronization 
with periodic full load (optional) 

Simple to use client CRUD 
API for use by reference data 
administrative applications 

Quorum-based, 
clustered in-
memory storage 
of  reference 
data for fully 
reliable, ultra-
fast CRUD 
operations 

X-ADM based application data 
modeling for agile, easy, and 
evolutionary data modeling 

Loosely coupled, 
asynchronous 
integration of  
reference data 
 with enterprise 
data store 



In-Memory Server Storage 
The Eagle-RD server is built using The X Platform™’s core transaction processing machinery enabling ultra-fast, always available in-
memory storage of  reference data. This enables an Eagle-RD server to process tens to hundreds of  thousands of  CRUD 
operations a second at millisecond level response times.  
 
Client-Side Caching 
Eagle-RD implements a client-server architecture with the clients implementing a POJO cache of  objects replicated from the 
server. This enables very high performance access to reference data since the data is always available in process. 
 
Event-Driven Cache Consistency 
Eagle-RD’s client side cache is maintained in sync with the server store using real-time store change events dispatched by the 
server as and when changes to the server store occur. This results in millisecond level cache consistency between the in-memory 
server store and the client-side caches. This means always up to date reference data presented to the application.   
 
User-Defined Cache Indices 
Eagle-RD supports user definable indices to be created in the client-side cache. This allows for ultra-fast access to data across 
application specific patterns of  access to the reference data. 
 
Function-Data Colocation 
Many transactional applications use custom, reference data driven business logic in their transaction processing logic. The client 
side cache allows for business logic to be authored directly in the cache POJOs. This results in the reference data used by the 
business logic to be always present in-process thus not compromising on business logic performance. 
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XML Based Data Modeling 
Data modeling in Eagle-RD is done using the XML based X-ADML modeling language. X-ADML enables data model elements 
to be added, updated and removed very easily. Changes to the server store as a result of  model changes are communicated 
instantly to client-side caches.  
 
POJO Based Cache 
Eagle-RD generates POJO objects directly from the server side X-ADML based data model for use in the client-side caches. An 
object added to the server side model automatically results in a POJO being generated to hold the object in the client-side cache.  
 
Declarative Indexes 
Eagle-RD generates client-side indices directly from annotations on the server side X-ADML based data model. An index 
annotation  added to the server side model automatically results in the corresponding index to be generated to index objects in the 
client-side cache. 
 
DTO Based CRUD API For Admin Apps 
Eagle-RD generates a DTO based API directly from the server side X-ADML based data model for use by administration 
applications to perform CRUD operations on the server side store. Between this, the automatic generation of  client cache POJOs, 
the automatic generation of  client cache indices and the facilities offered by The X Platform™ to seamlessly integrate code 
generation into the application’s build cycle results in a tremendously agile reference data model. 



The X Platform™’s core transaction processing machinery used by the Eagle-RD server enables always available operation across 
process, network, machine or data center failures. This means zero data loss and continued operation in the face of  these types of  
failures with millisecond level failover times. 
 
 
 
The X Platform™ provides for a variety of  mechanisms to control the memory utilization by the in-memory server store. Eagle-
RDS, additionally, enables user-defined configuration to control which store data elements are synchronized from the server store 
to the client-side caches. This allows for efficient management of  memory utilized by the client-side caches too. 
 
 
 
X-ADML supports an evolutional data model. Model changes can be made very easily and are backward compatible thus allowing 
for incremental upgrade to client-side caches and the administrative applications. 
 
 
 
The X Platform™’s CDC (Change Data Control) API enables store changes to be asynchronously siphoned from the Eagle-RDS 
server into middle and back office data storage systems. The asynchronous and decoupled nature of  this siphoning results in no 
impact to the performance of  Eagle-RD even if  there is back pressure from updates to the enterprise store or if  the store itself  
goes offline. 
 
 
 
The X Platform™ comes built in with facilities to perform deep monitoring of  the operation of  the server-side store and client-side 
caches. This monitoring is in the form of  statistics, alerts, notifications and sophisticated command and control to react to 
monitoring events.  
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